Abstract. MUltlog is a system which takes as input the specification of a finitely-valued first-order logic and produces a sequent calculus, a natural deduction system, and a calculus for transforming a many-valued formula to clauses suitable for many-valued resolution. All generated rules are optimized regarding their branching degree. The output is in the form of a scientific paper, written in L A T E X.
Introduction
Many-valued logics are a generalization of classical logic introduced in the 1920's independently by Lukasiewicz and Post. For a long time they were mainly of interest to logicians, who among other problems investigated the axiomatization of these logics, concentrating primarily on Hilbert-style calculi. Schröter [12] and Rousseau [10] gave, for the first time, sequent calculi for finitely-valued logics; they showed that the rules can be generated systematically from the truth tables of operators and quantifiers. Similar methods can be used to construct natural deduction systems [3] , clause formation rules [1] , and tableaux [6] in a fully automatic manner.
Within the last decade many-valued logics have also attracted attention in the computer science community. They were discovered as an appropriate tool for hard-and software verification, artificial intelligence, natural language processing, and several other fields (see [7] for a comprehensive survey). This brought about the necessity for automatizing deduction in these logics. It turned out that the axiomatizations mentioned above were not really practicable, as they produce rules with a maximal branching degree leading to an exploding proof length. Only recently investigations started on minimizing the branching degree [1, 7, 9, 11, 13] .
One of the main activities of the Vienna Group for Multiple-valued Logics (VGML) is to exploit the algorithmic content of the work done in many-valued logics by implementing it in the MUltlog system, with the ultimate goal of creating an expert system for many-valued logics. This paper describes the current state of the MUltlog system as well as future developments. 1 
The many faces of MUltlog
A user of MUltlog has the choice between different interfaces. One is written in Tcl/Tk (by Andreas Leitgeb) and runs under Unix and X-Windows.
2 A second one (by Wolfram Nix) is written in C for PCs under DOS. A third one (by Markus Schranz) is written in HTML and Perl, providing access to MUltlog via WWW: the user fills in some HTML forms and gets the output of MUltlog as a Postscript file, obviating the need to install it on her own machine. All three interfaces communicate with MUltlog by an ordinary text file, which can be viewed as a fourth interface. The next section discusses an example for such a text file.
Specifying a many-valued logic
A many-valued logic is characterized by the truth functions associated with its propositional operators and quantifiers. More precisely, if W denotes the set of truth values, then a total functionθ: W n → W is associated with each n-ary operator θ, and a total functionλ: (2 W −{∅}) → W with each quantifier λ.
Example 1. Consider the specification of the three-valued Gödel logic in the left part of Fig. 1 . Negation ('neg') is specified as a mapping, giving for each argument the corresponding value of the function. Implication ('imp') can be given as a table since it is binary. The remaining operators and quantifiers refer either 2, table[ f,u,t, f, t,t,t, u, f,t,t, t, f,u,t ]). ordering(linear, "f < u < t"). operator(and/2, inf(linear)). operator(or /2, sup(linear)). quantifier(all, induced_by and/2). quantifier(ex , induced_by or /2). directly or indirectly to an ordering called 'linear'. The operators 'and' and 'or' are the greatest lower and the least upper bound wrt. to this ordering, and the two quantifiers are the natural extensions of these two operators.
The MUltlog kernel
The kernel of MUltlog is written in Prolog 4 . Its main task is to compute a certain conjunctive normal form (CNF) for each combination of operators or quantifiers with truth values. Once given the CNF, all calculi can be obtained more or less by syntactic transformations. The problem is not to find any such CNFs: one particular kind can be immediately obtained from the definition of operators and quantifiers. However, as mentioned in the introduction, these CNFs are of a maximal branching degree and therefore do not lead to feasible deduction systems. MUltlog has to optimize the CNFs regarding the number of conjuncts. For operators and quantifiers referring to an ordering the matter is easy: provably optimal CNFs are obtained by instantiating a schema. For all other operators and quantifiers more complex computations are needed, which involve resolution and a special inference rule called combination (for a detailed description and correctness proofs of the employed algorithms see [11] ).
Example 2. Consider the logic specified in Example 1. The optimal CNF for operator 'imp' and truth value t is computed as ({f, u}A ∨ {t}B) ∧ ({f }A ∨ {u, t}B) which can be interpreted as saying that "imp(A, B) takes the truth value t if A takes value f or u or B takes value t, and if A takes value f or B takes value u or t". The optimal CNF for the universal quantifier and truth value u is computed as (∀x){u, t}A(x) ∧ (∃x){u}A(x) .
The output of MUltlog
The output consists of a style file containing L A T E X definitions specific to the input logic, which is included by a generic document when compiled with T E X. The style file is generated by DCGs (definite clause grammars) on the basis of the specification read by MUltlog and the minimized CNFs computed by MUltlog.
Generation of machine-readable output. MUltlog will be linked to an automatic theorem prover, such that the clause formation rules for a particular logic are not just included into the paper, but also result in a theorem prover for that logic. The same holds for the other calculi. Extension to infinitely-valued logics. In general this extension will not be possible since infinitely-valued logics show a behavior different from finitely-valued ones. However, it has been shown that finitely-valued logics can be used to approximate infinitely-valued logics [5] . Another approach could be to use mixed integer programming for certain logics [8] . 
